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Solemnly, poco meno mosso  

Tempo I.

clouded days,  
The forest field of Shiloh.

Solemnly, poco meno mosso  
Tempo I.

Over the field where April rain solaced the parched one stretched in pain

Over the field where April rain solaced the parched one stretched in pain

Over the field where April rain solaced the parched one stretched in pain

Tempo I.
More intensity, rhythmic

Through the pause of night, Through the pause of night that followed the Sun-day fight a

More intensity, rhythmic

Through the pause of night, Through the pause of night that followed the Sun-day fight a

More intensity, rhythmic

Loco

(l'istesso tempo)

round the church of Shi-loh. The church so lone, the log-built one, the

Hymnlike

(p)

round the church of Shi-loh. The church so lone, the log-built one, the

Hymnlike sustained

(Ad lib.)
church so lone, the log-built one
that e-choed to many a part-ing groan

and nat-u-r-al prayer of dy-ing foe-men,
dy-ing foe-men ming-led there.
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